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 Note that in the old Flashing process, if you had your OS on an sd card, you could not use that to install, as the MS updater
would re-write the data on the card This is a bit of an old process but this will work (It will take around 4 hours) Your android
needs to be rooted before this step. 1-Download the MS updater APK from the link below 2-Download a Root Explorer App, I

use this one : 3-Install MS update on your android and Root your phone 4- Use the root explorer app to copy the
original_ramdisk.img (Get the unzipped file on the zip folder of the original_ramdisk.img) 5-Use Root Explorer again to copy
the original_ramdisk.img to /system/etc/ 6-Open Terminal and type : adb shell 7-Enter the following commands : fastboot flash

zip C:\my/folder/original_ramdisk.img C:\my/folder/original_ramdisk.img 9- Close the Terminal. 10- The phone will reboot
and now it will start flashing the new ramdisk.img from MS update. 11- the phone will reboot again and after some time the

phone will reboot with an HTC logo 12- now you have installed the MS update via OTG cable. Second Update : 17.5.2016 This
is for Android Lollipop 5.1 users. For those who didnt know that, this is not an official way of updating your phone. You can

only use a program called "Recovery" to flash it. The flashing process will work on devices with OTG, but it will only work on
HTC devices, not LG, Samsung, Sony or Motorola. This is not my project, I just want to share the method. Click on the link
below to download the app. If you have any question, feel free to comment it or post it below. *If you are downloading this
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